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INTRODUCTION
Background
VHB is under contract with the Portland Area Comprehensive Transportation System (PACTS) to prepare
desktop assessments for 24 High Crash Locations (HCLs) within the PACTS region. After the desktop
review process, 10 of these 24 sites were selected for field review and further investigation. The
Washington Avenue and Allen Avenue intersection was one of the sites selected for field review.
This RSA took place across two meetings, a virtual RSA meeting on 11/13/2020 and a field review on
11/18/2020.
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Overview showing the Washington Avenue and Allen Avenue high crash locations.

RSA SITE LOCATIONS
Allen’s Corner is a major intersection for local traffic and commuter traffic to/from Portland along Route
26/100. This assessment includes information for three HCL roadway segments that meet at the
intersection:
A. Allen Avenue southwest of intersection: This roadway segment runs along Allen Avenue to the
northeast toward the intersection. It includes three driveway entrances.
B. Washington Avenue southeast of intersection: This segment runs northwest along Washington
Avenue toward the intersection and includes 10 driveway entrances and exits.
C. Allen Avenue northeast of intersection: This roadway segment runs southwest along Allen
Avenue toward the intersection and includes six entrances.
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See the HCL Desktop Assessment in Appendix A for more background on these locations including crash
diagrams.

RSA TEAM
Attendees
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

Tony Grande, VHB*
Ethan Flynn, VHB*
Chris Bobay, VHB
Elissa Goughnour, VHB
Ania Chandler, VHB*
Jason Plourde, VHB
Elizabeth Roberts, GPCOG
Harold Spetla, GPCOG*
Zoe Miller, GPCOG
Jerimiah Bartlett, City of Portland*
Bruce Hyman, City of Portland*

*Indicates attendance at field review

Potential Partners not in Attendance
‐

Randy Illian, MaineDOT

ASSESSMENT FINDINGS
Positive Features
There are sidewalks on all four corners of the intersection and along both sides of the street on all three
chosen segments.

RSA Team Prioritization of Issues
The issues listed below were prioritized based on crash frequency, severity, and local interest in the
issue:
1. Allen Avenue northbound Approach: Left turn movements out of Dunkin.
2. All locations: Pedestrians crossing outside of a crosswalk.
3. All locations: Lack of infrastructure for cyclists.
4. All locations: Driveway management.
5. Vehicles using Abbott Street and Maplewood Street as a cut‐through.

Detailed Issues and Countermeasure Summary
The following section summarizes specific issues observed and discussed by the RSA team and identifies
potential countermeasures to address these issues. Included in this summary is a discussion of crash
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modification factors (Table 1) related to the countermeasures. Additional discussion on the suggested
countermeasures is included in the costs and challenges table of this report.
Some of the recommended countermeasures may require further analysis, such as a capacity
analysis or warrant analysis, to confirm applicability.
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Issue 1: Allen Avenue northbound Approach: Left turn movements out of Dunkin

Specific Safety Concern
Suggested Improvements
• Vehicles making the left
Short Range –
turn out of Dunkin onto
• Restrict left turn movements out
Allen Avenue are failing to
of the Dunkin driveway with a
yield to through traffic
No Left Turn sign.
traveling northbound on
Intermediate Range –
Allen Avenue.
• Install median island to
• There is local debate about
channelize right in/right out
how traffic from Dunkin
turns only, restricting left turns
should be handled.
into an out of the Dunkin
driveway.
According to the crash
diagrams, there are no
crashes from vehicles
turning left out of Dunkin
onto Washington but there
are three from vehicles
turning left onto Allen
Avenue. This does not
consider near misses.
• The left turns out of the
Dunkin driveway cross
three lanes of traffic.
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Example of Issue

Traffic queuing in front of Dunkin exit on Allen Avenue northbound
approach.

Issue 2: All locations: Pedestrians crossing outside of a crosswalk

Specific Safety Concern
• There was a pedestrian
crash listed on the crash
diagrams. The crash
included a pedestrian
crossing between Dunkin
and the Taco Bell on the
Washington Avenue
westbound approach.
• During the field review,
several pedestrians were
observed crossing the
street outside of a marked
crosswalk.
• Utility poles and other
obstructions are regularly
placed in the middle of the
sidewalk, and pedestrian
buttons often hard to
reach. If pedestrians
cannot reach the button,
they will not receive a
pedestrian signal.

Suggested Improvements
Example of Issue
Intermediate Range –
• Add an additional marked
crosswalk across Washington
Avenue from the Northport
Business Park, remove the
existing right turn lane to
shorten the crossing time.
• Consider removing obstructions
in the sidewalk especially around
pedestrian buttons so that
pedestrians – particularly those
with accessibility needs – can
find and use the pushbutton.

Obstructed pedestrian button on south corner of Washington
Avenue and Allen Avenue.
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Issue 3: All locations: Lack of infrastructure for cyclists.

Specific Safety Concern
Suggested Improvements
• There was a bicycle crash on
Short Range –
the Allen Avenue northbound
• If adding bike lanes, add green
approach at the Bangor
paint/dashed lines across drives
Savings exit.
to increase visibility.
• There are no bike lanes or bike
• If not adding bike lanes, add
infrastructure in this
shared lane pavement markings
intersection. Bicyclists were
to transition bicyclists from
observed using the sidewalk
existing bike lanes into traffic.
during the field review, which Intermediate Range –
• Add bike lanes on both sides of
may be an indication of their
discomfort possibly due to
the street, on all four approaches
of the intersection. Reduce two
speed, volume, or behavior of
vehicular traffic.
through lanes in each direction to
• There are existing bicycle lane
one through lane in each
pavement markings
direction on Washington and
approximately 250 feet from
reduce double left on Allen
the intersection on each
Avenue to a single left to make
Washington Avenue segment,
space for bike lanes.
and on Allen Avenue south of
• Consider the need for left turn
the intersection approximately
boxes to facilitate left turns
215 ft from the intersection.
through the intersection.
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Example of Issue

Washington Avenue eastbound approach, example of lanes using entire
width of roadway.

Issue 4: All locations: Driveway management

Specific Safety Concern
• On all segments, crashes are
occurring when vehicles turn
into or out of driveways and
fail to yield to through traffic.
• Roadway segments are wide
and include multiple lanes,
requiring left‐ or right‐ turning
vehicles, to judge appropriate
gaps across multiple lanes of
on‐coming traffic.

Suggested Improvements
Intermediate Range –
• Explore shortening the traffic
signal cycle length to shorten the
queued vehicles at the signal and
in front of the driveways. This
allows for easier turning
movements into and out of the
driveways.
Long Range –
• Implement access management
measures, such as median islands
and restricted left turns, to
reduce the number of potential
conflict points and to limit
particularly challenging
movements.

Example of Issue

Taco Bell and Portland Pizza drives.
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Issue 5: Vehicles using Abbott Street and Maplewood Street as a cut through

Specific Safety Concern
• Vehicles are using Abbott
Street and Maplewood Street
as a cut‐through to avoid the
Washington Avenue and Allen
Avenue intersection.

Suggested Improvements
Intermediate Range –
• Provide speed humps to slow
traffic on Abbott Street and
Maplewood Avenue and
discourage vehicles from using
these streets as a cut‐through.
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Example of Issue

Costs and Challenges
Issue

Issue 1: Allen Avenue northbound
Approach: Left turn movements out of
Dunkin

Countermeasures

Challenges

Cost Range

Restrict left turn movements out of the drive
with a No Left Turn sign.

Vehicles may not heed this sign.

Low

Vehicles wanting to travel south on Allen
Avenue would need to turn left out of
Dunkin onto Washington Avenue and then
left again onto Allen Avenue.

Moderate

Channelize right in/right out.

Would require permission from property
owner and acquisition of Right of Way.
Add an additional crosswalk across
Washington Avenue near Northport Business
Park.
Issue 2: All locations: pedestrians crossing
outside of a crosswalk
Remove obstructions in the sidewalk.

Would need to remove dedicated right turn
lane to decrease crossing distance.
This could be very costly depending on
which obstructions and how many are
moved.
Would require careful coordination with
various utilities.
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Moderate

Moderate ‐ High

Issue

Issue 3: All locations: Lack of infrastructure
for cyclists.

Countermeasures

Challenges

Cost Range

Add green paint/dashed lines across drives.

Can only be implemented in tandem with
adding bike lanes in this area.

Low

Add shared lane pavement markings to
transition cyclists from bike lanes into traffic.

Only if NOT adding bike lanes, beyond what
is existing, in this area.

Low

Would need to reduce traffic to one
through lane per approach on Washington
Avenue to create space for bike lanes.
Add bike lanes to both sides of the street on
all four approaches.

Consider the need for left turn boxes.
Explore shortening the traffic signal length to
shorten the queue length in front of
driveways.
Issue 4: All locations: Driveway
management

Would need further study to determine
need and location.
Would require further study to determine
signal timing.

Moderate

Low

Low

Could impact surrounding intersections.
Business may be negatively affected by
median islands in front of their drives.

Implement access management measures.

Issue 5: Vehicles using Abbott Street and
Maplewood Avenue as a cut through.

To extend the bike lane on Allen Avenue,
decrease the double left turn to a single left
turn and decrease the number of receiving
lanes to 1 through lane.

Provide speed humps to slow traffic and
discourage use of these streets as a cut
through.

Would need to determine another route for
vehicles that normally turn left into/out of a
driveway.

Moderate

May want to determine if residents are
Moderate
open to having speed humps on their street.

The above table summarizes the findings from the RSA conducted on 11/13/2020 and 11/18/2020. Countermeasures highlighted in green are recommended by
VHB for implementation. The scale for costs is as follows:
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Low

< $10,000

Moderate
$10,000 ‐ $100,000
High
> $100,000
These costs do not include professional engineering, construction engineering, or right of way.
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Crash Modification Factors
A crash modification factor (CMF) is a multiplicative factor, based on documented safety research
studies, used to compute the expected number of crashes after implementing a given countermeasure
at a specific site. CMFs provide some indication of the potential benefit, or lack thereof, associated with
specific countermeasures.
FHWA compiles CMF data from published safety studies in the CMF Clearinghouse
(http://www.cmfclearinghouse.org/index.cfm) to help practitioners select the most effective safety
treatments. While CMF data is not available for all potential countermeasures, the CMF Clearinghouse
provides a useful and consolidated source of data to help engineers, planners, and project owners make
informed decisions. CMFs have been provided to demonstrate the effectiveness of proposed safety
treatments, regardless of whether crashes can be applied to the CMF at this time. For example, some
proposed treatments may reduce crash risk but do not have recent crashes directly associated with a
specific location. It should be noted that as most CMFs represent the effect of a single treatment; it is
difficult to accurately estimate the combined safety effects of multiple CMFs at one location. The
combined effect of multiple treatments may be over‐estimated if the CMFs are multiplied and
engineering judgment is necessary to assess the interrelationships and independence of multiple
treatments. In particular, CMFs should never be multiplied if the respective CMFs apply to different
crash types and/or severities (e.g., the CMF for treatment A applies to total crashes and the CMF for
treatment B applies to injury crashes) and the treatments address the same crashes (i.e., the treatments
are not independent). For more information, please refer to the CMF Clearinghouse.

Table 1. Crash Modification Factor (CMF) Summary

Countermeasure

CMF (% Change in
Crash Incidence)

Other Information

Issue 1: Allen Avenue northbound Approach: Left turn movements out of Dunkin
Restrict left turn movements out of the
drive with a No Left Turn sign.

0.36 (64%)

Applies to left turn crashes and all severities

0.32 (68%)

Applies to all crash types and severities

Install median island to channelize
right in/right out only, restricting left
turns into an out of the drive.

0.55 (45%)

Applies to all crash types and severities

0.20 (80%)

Applies to fatal and injury crash severities.

Issue 2: All locations: Pedestrians crossing outside of a crosswalk
Add an additional crosswalk across
Washington Avenue from Northport
Business Park, remove the existing
right turn lane to shorten the crossing
time.
Consider removing obstructions in the
sidewalk especially around pedestrian
buttons where obstructions make the
pedestrian button hard to access.

0.60 (40%)

N/A
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Applies to vehicle/pedestrian crashes and injury
crashes.

Issue 3: All locations: Lack of infrastructure for cyclists.
Add green paint/dashed lines across
drives, if you add bike lanes, to
increase visibility.
If not adding bike lanes, add shared
lane pavement markings to transition
bikes from existing bike lanes into
traffic.
Add bike lanes on both sides of the
street on all four approaches at this
intersection. Reduce to one through
lane in each direction on Washington
Avenue and reduce double left on
Allen Avenue to a single left to make
space for bike lanes.

0.61 (39%)

Applies to vehicle/bicycle crashes and all severities

N/A

0.43 (57%)

Consider the need for left turn boxes.

Applies to all crash types and severities

N/A

Issue 4: All locations: Driveway management
Explore shortening the traffic signal
cycle length to shorten the queued
vehicles at the signal and in front of
the driveways.
Implement access management
measures such as median islands and
restricted left turns.

N/A
0.55 (45%)

Applies to all crash types and severities

0.20 (80%)

Applies to fatal and injury crash severities.

Issue 5: Vehicles using Abbott Street and Maplewood Street as a cut through
Provide speed humps to slow traffic on
Abbott Street and Maplewood Avenue
and discourage some vehicles from
using these streets as a cut through.

0.60 (40%)

Applies to all crash types and injury crashes

For Issues 1 and 4, access management strategies, like implementing right‐in, right‐out movements and
restricting left‐turns have the potential to drastically reduce fatal and injury crashes (80‐percent
reduction). Using “No Left Turn” signage can also have a significant reduction in left‐turn crashes (64‐
percent reduction) and total crashes (68‐percent reduction). Installing bicycle lanes could reduce all
crashes by 57 percent and using green paint in the intersection could reduce vehicle/bicyclist crashes up
to 39 percent. For Issue 5, speed humps can reduce injury crashes up to 40 percent.
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CONCLUSIONS
Given the safety and site needs at these intersections, the best opportunities for improving safety
include decreasing the number of through lanes on Washington Avenue to one through lane in each
direction and installing bike lanes on both sides of the road. Additionally, the left turning lanes on Allen
Avenue should be decreased to one left turning lane and bike lanes added on Allen Avenue. At the
Dunkin driveway on Allen Avenue, a channelized right turn should be installed to restrict left turns at
this driveway. On Washington Avenue at the Northport Business Park, the right turn only lane should be
removed, and a marked crosswalk installed. Lastly, to prevent drivers from using Abbott and
Maplewood Streets as a cut through, speed humps should be installed.
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APPENDIX A
HCL Desktop Assessment

PORTLAND: Intersection of Washington Avenue and Allen Avenue
There was a mill and fill project completed in 2018 through the intersection
and to the north. There is one mill and fill project pending in 2020 on
Washington Avenue located approximately 0.5 mile north of the
intersection.

Municipal Input
•

C

A

•

B

N

Allen's Corner is a large complex intersection with high levels of
traffic and numerous curb cuts immediately adjacent to all
approaches.
Short of access management outcomes, the crash rate here may
remain high.
o While addition of an adaptive traffic control system here
may aid in overall consistency in vehicle flow and reduce
red light running, ultimately, access-management
recommendations may be needed to reduce crashes.

High Crash Locations from PACTS HCL Assessment

Assessment
Allen’s Corner is a major intersection for local traffic and commuter traffic
to/from Portland along Route 26/100. This assessment includes information
for three HCL roadway segments that meet at the intersection.
A. Allen Avenue south of intersection: This roadway segment runs
along Allen Avenue to the northeast toward the intersection. It
includes three driveway entrances.
B. Washington Avenue south of intersection: This segment runs
northwest along Washington Avenue toward the intersection and
includes 10 driveway entrances and exits.
C. Allen Avenue north of intersection: This roadway segment runs
southwest along Allen Avenue toward the intersection and includes
six entrances.

N

Aerial View of Allen Avenue and Washington Avenue, from Google Maps

Safety Issues

Recent or Pending Projects

A. Allen Avenue south of intersection:
For this roadway segment there were nine total crashes, six of which were
vehicles failing to yield moving into and out of the driveways. Four of these
six crashes occurred at the Dunkin Donuts driveway. At the exit of Bangor

PACTS High Crash Location Desktop Assessments
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PORTLAND: Intersection of Washington Avenue and Allen Avenue
Savings there was a crash involving a bicycle. Two additional crashes were
related to lane changes.
B. Washington Avenue south of intersection:
For the roadway segment on Washington Avenue, 20 of the 29 crashes were
related to cars attempting turning movements into or out of the driveways
on either side of the road. Six of these crashes were because of the same
turning movement (which appears to be drivers pulling out of the Portland
House of Pizza driveway). One of the crashes was due to a pedestrian
crossing mid-block.

Recommendations
For each of the three segments, consider the following access management
strategies. The open roadway and large driveway entrances can visually
distract drivers. Reducing and better defining the access points can help to
limit unexpected entries into the roadway and visually confine drivers to
their lane:
•
•

C. Allen Avenue north of intersection:
For the roadway segment on Allen Avenue north of the intersection, many
of the crashes were due to vehicles turning into or out of driveways and
failing to yield to through traffic. Of the 17 crashes, 14 involved drivers
exiting from driveways.

Street view of roadway segment along Washington Avenue traveling north
(B), from Google Maps

PACTS High Crash Location Desktop Assessments

Restrict left turns exiting driveways with a physical barrier like a
pork chop island and raised median curbing.
Work with property owners to consolidate and narrow driveway
entrances, particularly for those properties immediately adjacent to
the intersection.

Aerial view of Allen’s Corner.
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PORTLAND: Intersection of Washington Avenue and Allen Avenue
Crash Data
The crash data used for this assessment was based on 2015-2017 crash data. The following table summarizes the crash data for all three locations and also
shows additional crashes from 2018. The crash diagrams for all three locations are shown on the following pages.

Crashes by Year
Location
Allen Ave (South)
Washington Ave
Allen Ave (North)

HCL Node
17035-17061
17060-17061
17061-13351

2015
1
7
7

2016
4
9
5

2017
4
13
5

2018
5
14
3

Total Crashes
(2015-18)
14
43
20

Percent
Injury
(2015-17)
22.2%
27.6%
29.4%

Critical
Rate
Factor
(2015-17)
1.47
3.37
2.81

*See the abbreviations and definitions section at the beginning of this report for more information about each data point.

The legend below will aid in understanding the crash diagrams that follow.

PACTS High Crash Location Desktop Assessments
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Highway
Corridor
Priority
(2015-17)
2
2
3

Speed Limit
35 mph
30 mph
30 mph

Estimated
AADT
15,000
16,500
8,000

PORTLAND: Intersection of Washington Avenue and Allen Avenue
A. Allen Avenue South of intersection

PACTS High Crash Location Desktop Assessments
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PORTLAND: Intersection of Washington Avenue and Allen Avenue
B. Washington Avenue South of intersection

PACTS High Crash Location Desktop Assessments
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PORTLAND: Intersection of Washington Avenue and Allen Avenue
C. Allen Avenue North of intersection

PACTS High Crash Location Desktop Assessments
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APPENDIX B
Conceptual Plans
The following proposed improvements are conceptual in nature and were based on existing aerial photographs. They are not construction ready, and field
measurements and/or surveys to verify the existing conditions were not performed. VHB recommends the appropriate level of field review, survey, and
preliminary engineering/analysis be completed prior to progressing the conceptual improvements to construction.

